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Abstract

Students in computer science, software engineering, and related disciplines must master a broad range of technical knowledge, skills, tools, and processes. They must also learn to navigate, understand, and contribute to real-world code, documentation, and diverse communities of developers, users, and other stakeholders. One effective way for students to develop such knowledge, skills, and attitudes is to participate in Humanitarian Free & Open Source Software (HFOSS) projects. Research has shown that student participation in HFOSS projects has a positive impact on student motivation to study computing and a strong positive impact on perceived learning related to software engineering [1,2]. The OpenFE and OpenPath projects seek to help faculty and students participate in HFOSS projects and communities.

The 2012 NSF TUES OpenFE Project developed and expanded faculty expertise supporting student involvement in HFOSS projects, and created and evaluated learning materials to help students in a variety of settings, including community colleges. OpenFE significantly revised and enhanced the Professors Open Source Software Experience (POSSE), a faculty development program originally developed by Red Hat, Inc. OpenFE also helped faculty to develop, pilot, and disseminate a variety of learning materials [3].

The 2015 NSF IUSE OpenPath Project continues and expands this work with a focus on sequences (pathways) of topics and learning activities that can be integrated across the curriculum to provide faculty and students with a more gradual introduction to FOSS tools and practices. OpenPath also leverages Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL) [4,5] to help students develop skills in communication, critical thinking, problem solving, and teamwork, which will make them more successful participants in HFOSS [6].

Together, the OpenFE and OpenPath projects have supported over 90 faculty from over 65 institutions to participate in POSSE and explore ways to help their students participate in HFOSS projects. A website (http://foss2serve.org) has more information about OpenFE and OpenPath, POSSE and other events, and learning materials.

Introduction

To prepare students for professional practice in computing careers, most undergraduate computing degree programs seek to provide a complex mix of knowledge and skills [7]. In order to contribute to large, ongoing software projects, students must master fundamental technical topics as well as skills in teamwork, communication, and problem solving. They must also develop personal attributes including collegiality, a sense of social responsibility, and appreciation for diversity [7, pg 15].
Introducing students to the scale and complexity of real computing environments is an excellent way to address these professional practice challenges, and builds on general learning research. Learning in an authentic context is important to develop expertise, which requires not only knowledge but also understanding the contexts in which it applies [8]. A sense of contributing to others and seeing the usefulness of the content provides a strong social motivation for learning [9].

**Humanitarian Free & Open Source Software (HFOSS)**

Students who participate in Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) projects interact with a distributed community while creating evidence of professional accomplishment [10,11]. Student participation can take many forms, including coding, testing, bug verification and correction, documentation, product packaging, and community development [12,13]. A growing community of educators is working on student participation in FOSS (see http://TeachingOpenSource.org).

Humanitarian Free and Open Source Software (HFOSS) improves the human condition in areas such as health care, disaster management, education, economic development, and accessibility. The HFOSS culture of openness is about community more than source code. Community openness exposes the work processes, plans, operational tasks, and software artifacts associated with large, evolving software systems that serve real clients. The culture also encourages participation by volunteers, including students. Student participation in HFOSS projects has shown potential to improve student learning, motivate the study of computing, attract more women to computing, and develop appreciation of the societal impact of computing [14,15]. Note: The OpenFE and OpenPath projects focus exclusively on HFOSS projects, so HFOSS is used below.

To help faculty learn about FOSS and support student participation, Red Hat, Inc. developed a multi-day workshop titled *Professor’s Open Source Software Experience (POSSE)*, and ran nine POSSEs that reached 70 faculty. However, the workshops were stand-alone events and faculty had difficulty implementing the content afterwards.

**OpenFE Goals & Activities**

The 2012 NSF TUES OpenFE Project sought to develop faculty expertise, build community, and create learning materials for student participation in HFOSS. The goals and activities of OpenFE are summarized below.

*Goal 1: Increase the number of instructors using HFOSS learning activities and build supportive communities for instructors.* Many instructors have no experience with open source communities or their tools and few computing colleagues at their schools with whom to share development and piloting of new teaching approaches. Thus, OpenFE sought to: collaborate with Red Hat to expand and enhance POSSE to help instructors create and apply learning activities for HFOSS; establish online instructor learning groups to work together after POSSE; and help instructors and student become core participants in HFOSS projects, in order to improve sustainability and scalability.
Goal 2: Apply learning strategies of open source communities to undergraduate instruction. To engage students and foster learning, OpenFE will employ a range of learning activities built around HFOSS communities, and approach them as communities of practice and have students start from peripheral participation and progress to more central participation. Thus, OpenFE sought to: analyze FOSS learning strategies and adapt them for undergraduate education; use societal impact to motivate students and increase interest in studying computing; and evaluate how HFOSS participation affects student learning, using both indirect and direct measures.

Goal 3: Create HFOSS learning materials to improve computing education. A variety of HFOSS learning materials already exist. However, HFOSS learning appears to be applicable to much wider ranges of students, activities, and learning outcomes [13]. Thus, OpenFE sought to: develop and evaluate a wider range of HFOSS learning activities that recognize these ranges and common approaches to learning in HFOSS communities; map these activities to the ACM curriculum recommendations; and develop materials for a full course focused on HFOSS participation.

OpenFE Outcomes

OpenFE collaborated with Red Hat to evolve POSSE into three stages: Stage 1 is a series of online learning activities and virtual meetings; Stage 2 is a 2.5 day face-to-face meeting; and Stage 3 involves small learning groups to reinforce learning and support faculty members as they involve students in HFOSS.

OpenFE provided evidence that student participation in HFOSS has a positive impact on: student motivation to study computing; perceived learning related to software engineering; and major and career plans (weak evidence). OpenFE produced multiple publications [3,13,15,16-26] as well as course materials for getting both students and faculty members involved in HFOSS projects (see http://foss2serve.org). OpenFE supported a growing community of instructors who are involving students in HFOSS. OpenFE also improved understanding of:

• Possible roadblocks to student participation in HFOSS projects.
• The types for instructor support needed for student involvement in HFOSS.
• Guidelines for faculty members when involving students in an HFOSS project.
• Approaches to structure learning within HFOSS participation.
• Approaches to HFOSS project selection for use in a class.

Process Oriented Guide Inquiry Learning (POGIL)

In Process-Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL), students work in small, self-managed teams using specifically designed materials to construct their own knowledge. Individual students have team roles to help keep all team members engaged. Instructors act as facilitators, observing student teams and providing support where needed. POGIL originated in college chemistry teaching [27,28] and has since spread across STEM disciplines with over 1,000 implementers. POGIL has shown potential to improve learning, develop teamwork and key process skills, and encourage individual responsibility and meta-cognition [4]. The guided
learning applies a learning cycle of exploration, concept invention, and application. Thus, POGIL is an active, constructivist, collaborative, student-centered learning approach.

The NSF TUES CS-POGIL Project applied POGIL to the CS curriculum, including topics in data structures & algorithms, software engineering, artificial intelligence, and theory of computation, as well as introductory courses at the college and high school levels [e.g. 29,30,31].

OpenPath Goals & Activities

The 2015 NSF IUSE OpenPath Project proposes that HFOSS and POGIL can work synergistically and create a better pathway to take students from initial studies to professional practice in computing. This begins with POGIL activities to learn about computing and software development and progresses to HFOSS participation. POGIL will scaffold the early learning, improve learning outcomes and help students develop process skills including critical thinking, problem solving, communication, and teamwork. This will better prepare students to participate in less scaffolded environments like HFOSS. HFOSS participation will connect factual knowledge with practice, continue to develop process skills, and provide context and motivation. The goals and key activities of OpenPath are summarized below.

**Goal 1: Define clear learning progressions that enable students to participate in HFOSS and that can be integrated within existing curricula.** Instructors often have limited preparation time, too much material to cover, limited ability to change curricula, and other institutional incentives. Thus, OpenPath seeks to: develop a model for HFOSS learning that defines and sequences learning activities that lead to HFOSS participation; and map this model to computing curricula recommendations [7,32] to help faculty integrate elements of the model into their courses.

**Goal 2: Develop learning activities to enable HFOSS participation.** This goal will include POGIL activities as appropriate, and consider both curricular and extracurricular learning. OpenPath will build on existing materials from http://cspogil.org, http://foss2serve.org, http://OpenHatch.org, http://TeachingOpenSource.org, and other sources, as well as an inventory of ideas (known as “50 ways to be a FOSSer” [13]). Thus, OpenPath seeks to: develop new learning activities (including POGIL activities) based on the model and mappings described above; and explore the use of extracurricular activities, including one day events and ongoing club style activities.

**Goal 3: Expand the communities of computing educators who enable student participation in HFOSS and use POGIL.** Thus, OpenPath seeks to: continue professional development to expand the community; integrate POGIL into POSSE and provide additional POGIL training for faculty who plan to develop POGIL-style learning activities; and expand support for faculty learning groups after the face-to-face POSSE workshops.

OpenPath Outcomes

OpenPath is in its second year, and is making progress toward each of its goals. For goal 1, a model for HFOSS learning is in development and will be mapped to curricular models. Multiple
“pathways” have been identified, each of which leads to a recognizable contribution to a HFOSS project [6]. An initial set of these pathways have been developed in more detail, including learning objectives, curricular mapping, and identification of relevant process skills and learning activities. For goal 2, existing materials are being reviewed and refined, and new materials are in development. For goal 3, POSSE materials have been revised, and POGIL practices have been incorporated into several POSSE sessions so that instructors experience a POGIL classroom environment and better understand the benefits and limitations of POGIL [33].

Ongoing Effort

The OpenFE project is currently winding down while the OpenPath project is still ongoing with an expected end date of August 2019. The community of HFOSS educators continues to expand. A longitudinal study of the impact of POSSE is underway with a combination of questionnaire and structured interview being used to elicit opinions of POSSE alumni. The goal is to identify factors that hinder faculty and factors that aid faculty when supporting student involvement in HFOSS. In addition, both Google and Mozilla have reached out to the team and expressed interest in supporting student engagement in HFOSS.

Conclusions

This executive summary paper has described the motivation, objectives, activities, and outcomes for two NSF projects focused on faculty and student participation in Humanitarian Free & Open Source Software (HFOSS) projects and communities. OpenFE revised and enhanced the Professors Open Source Software Experience (POSSE), to develop and expand faculty expertise supporting student involvement in HFOSS projects. OpenFE also created and evaluated learning materials to help students in a variety of settings, including community colleges. OpenPath continues and expands this work with a focus on sequences (pathways) of topics and learning activities that can be integrated across the curriculum. OpenPath also leverages Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL) to help students develop relevant skills.

These projects are also exploring a variety of future directions, including:

- Identify and document more ways that students in introductory courses can participate in and contribute to HFOSS projects.
- Identify and develop relationships with HFOSS projects in a wider range of application areas and technologies.
- Develop additional scaffolding for consistent, repeatable learning activities, particularly in introductory courses. This might include wikis, discussion forums, task trackers, and source repositories that can be cloned to provide sandbox environments for students to practice and develop skills before work with actual HFOSS communities.
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